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MALONE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
What an amazing school year it has been at Malone Elementary School!  The year has surpassed every expectation we 
had during a global pandemic.  Many, many positive lessons were learned, some of the key lessons: 

• It truly takes a village to educate a child.  School staff and families had to step out of typical roles and routines to 
support us in keeping our students and staff safe and in school.  Increased flexibility, patience, and empathy were 
at the forefront of lessons learned. 

• Relationships are key for both learning and developing.  Because of COVID protocols, students and classroom 
teachers spent more of their time together throughout the day - there was a noticeable impact on staff-to-student 
and student-to-student relationships. 

• Kids are resilient, so are staff and families!  There were MANY curve balls thrown our way, yet we persevered. 
Laughter filled our hallways and classrooms.  Academics continued to be at the forefront of our mission and they 
soared! 

• New technology emerged in our classrooms - SeeSaw, video lessons, and key iPad apps helped to enhance learning 
in all of our classrooms.  Technology also allowed us to transfer that learning to the home. 

• A kind word or note from an appreciative parent or community member can lift the spirits and morale of all 
staff.  They consistently hear these words of encouragement from administration and colleagues, but it carries a 
little extra meaning when it comes from outside our walls. 

 
As always, summer does not end the work happening in our schools.  Administration and staff will be spending ample 
hours curriculum writing and working with colleagues to enhance our learning models in anticipation of the 2021-2022 
school year.    

As we look  forward to next year, we are excited about new students, new learning, and adapting to a “new normal” in 
our school community.  Although we are looking forward to some of the aspects of our COVID-year ending, we know so 
many great things from this school year will remain present in the way we teach and inspire our students!                                                      

      

     Sara Dusek, Malone Elementary Principal 
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PRESCOTT INTERMEDIATE SCHOOL    

What a school year 2020-2021 has been at the nest we 
call Malone Intermediate School!  

 No one would ever have predicted that our school     
community could have pulled off such an amazing year 
of learning. Through the hard work, flexibility, and    
partnership between staff, families, and students, we 
made it through a year filled with challenges and success 
stories. From the adjustment of teachers and families to 
SeeSaw and Google Classroom as our learning manage-
ment systems to a virtual DARE graduation and keeping 
our doors open for at-school learning all year long…    
Together We Made the Difference. I appreciate the    
continued support from our families and their increased 
involvement and flexibility, and tireless hours of work 
from our teaching staff. 

MIS has much to celebrate this year: two Third place 
National Current Events League teams, a three-peat 
School Spelling Bee Champ and a First Place Pierce  
County Environmental Essay Winner demonstrate that 
our student accomplishments were not overshadowed. 
In the classroom we soared to new heights as we        
implemented additional intervention and extension   
opportunities, took classroom learning outside          

 

whenever possible, and spent time learning about con-
servation from a few local experts. In addition, we 
learned how to snowshoe, patiently wait for our turn on 
the sledding hill, and learned about democracy through 
a school-wide mock election.  

 As we wrap up this year and start to make plans for next 
year, we look most forward to being open once again for 
a full year of on-site learning. Staff are looking forward 
to some down time this summer to rejuvenate and start 
making plans and adjustments as we head into fall. The 
blended learning of online and at-school activities has 
led to innovations in the ways we use and leverage tech-
nology for student learning and assign at-home learning 
that is aligned to individual learning needs. The ability 
for students and teachers to interact both synchronous 
and asynchronous is something we will continue to use 
to assist students in their learning journey. 

 On behalf of myself and the entire staff at MIS, have a 
great summer and we look forward to seeing you in the 
fall! 

 Michael Kosmalski, 

Malone Intermediate Principal 

 

PLANT
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PRESCOTT MIDDLE SCHOOL    

I started the school year off by telling the middle school 
teachers and staff that we have the opportunity to      
rewrite how education will be provided to our students 
throughout the year.  When I made that statement, I did 
not realize just how different and difficult both teaching 
and learning were going to be.  I also did not realize the 
amazing things there were going to happen because of 
it. Key lessons from this year:  

 School staff and families had to be extremely flexible 
and patient as we made four different learning    
model changes.  

 We know that all students learn differently, but 
many students did not miss a day of instruction    
because they took their classrooms everywhere   
they went.  Sometimes it was on vacation to a    
warm place and many times it was someplace   
different.  We now know that students can learn in   
a     variety of different spaces. 

 Academics continue to be what we are focused on 
each and every day.  What this year has taught us -  

that relationships are key in building a strong          
academic setting.   

As we look towards next year, we are excited for a       
return closer to normal than we had this year.  We are 
hopeful that we will have one academic model to follow 
the entire year.  We will be looking forward to our new 
students both to the district and to the building.  We look 
forward to building upon the things we learned this year 
and making next year even better.   

We know learning does not stop and start with the end 
or beginning of the school year.  But the number one 
thing, I think everyone is looking forward to is a little 
time to recharge and enter the 2021-2022 school year 
with a fresh, invigorated out look at what we can do here 
at school .  

Have a great summer, 

Kyle Igou,  

Prescott Middle School Principal 

 

 

Prescott Middle School writers    
Nora Boles and Makaria Haas         

participated in a team writing event   
in May with two students from Hudson 
Middle School for the Future Problem 

Solvers of Wisconsin State Bowl in the 
Team Scenario Writing contest for     

the Middle Division.   

They were tasked to write a cohesive 
piece consisting of four different    
viewpoints, and set at least two      

decades  in the future about the topic 
of "Personalized Medicine."  Each of the  
team members took one perspective to 

write about.  Overall, their team 
placed 2nd in the State Bowl!    
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WE ARE PRESCOTT HIGH SCHOOL 

Greetings, Prescott High School Families! 
 

 
We are heading into the home stretch of the school year, 
and we’re looking to finish strong – balancing hard work 
with celebrating our Cardinals’ successes. The changes 
this year have been challenging, but students have shown 
their resilience and have lifted us up throughout the year. 
Their positivity and excitement for learning brightens our 
days, and we’re grateful we’re able to spend the time 
together.  
 

This year also has required that our teachers and staff 
adapt to many new ways of educating our students. The 
past month and a half we celebrated Teacher Apprecia-
tion Week, School Nurses Day, Paraprofessional Day, and 
Administrative Assistants Day. Recognition of these days 
highlights the amazing support our students and families 
have for our staff members in the school.  
 
Educating during a pandemic has highlighted many  
challenges. I have found myself telling more than a few 
people that COVID has exposed both our strengths and 
the areas we need to grow and improve. I am happy to 
report that our strengths as a school community far  
outweigh the areas where we need to get better. By far, 
the most important thing that I have noted during this 
past year is the undeniable need for strong relationships 
and connections for students and staff within the school. 
These relationships, both in the classroom as well as in 
the halls, at a game, or during a celebratory afternoon 
like our Spring Fling, are the aspects of being part of a 
community that make people feel engaged and excited.  
I am excited to build more of these opportunities for  

relationship building into next year to continue to          
revitalize our school engagement. 
 
While this year has been dominated in headlines by 
COVID, it has also been a prodigious year of achievement 
at PHS. We have seen State Championship teams in both 
athletics and the arts this year. The Dance Team,  
Forensics Team, Girls Golf Team, and National History Day 
Teams have all risen to amazing championship heights. 
Other teams have also made us proud this year through 
their fortitude and accomplishments. Similarly, while the 
ACT results are still embargoed, I am pleased to report 
that the scores students achieved this year maintained 
the level of achievement from past years. PHS was       
recently honored with the Wisconsin Advanced Place-
ment Advisory Council Pacesetter Award, as well as one 
of U.S. News and World Report’s Best High Schools in 
Wisconsin Awards (moving up 23 spots from last year).  
All of these achievements are a reflection of the hard 
work and dedication of our students and teaching staff. 
 
If this year was the year of change, next year will be the 
year of working extra hard to re-engage students into  
the PHS community. As a staff, we will be excited to craft 
opportunities for students to make connections, forge 
relationships, and get involved with new courses and  
activities. In the near future we say farewell to our senior 
Cardinals and hello to summer as we begin planning for 
the 2021-22 school year. 
 
Have a Great Summer! 
 
Josh Fiege, Prescott High School Principal 
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PHS DANCE TEAM SECURES 
TWO MORE STATE TITLES! 

It’s no coincidence that the 28-time state champion PHS 
Dance Team has had continued success by securing two state 
titles this year - State Champions in D3 Jazz and a 2nd Place 
in D4 Pom. Their rigorous season began in July with thrice 
weekly practices and adapting to the new challenges COVID 
guidelines presented for their routines: 

• Masks required during all practices and performances 
• If a dancer’s mask fell below the mouth, the team faced a 
50 point deduction! 
• No contact between teammates, meaning no lifts during 
routines 

“These additional rules were another challenge to keep in 
mind, but the girls kept their heads up and attitudes high,” 
stated Head Coach Samantha Marks who is assisted by Coach 

Brianna Shirley. “There were constantly-changing plans and feelings of frustration.”   

 
During the winter season, they progressed by adding a fourth practice and competed virtually at the Redbird 
Rumple in DePere, and in-person at the Menomonie Holiday Classic, the Western WI Conference Competition 
and the WI Association of Dance and Cheer Regionals where the team qualified for the 2021 Virtual State     
Championship. 

 
The team missed out on a normal state competition experience this year. Videos were submitted in March, and 
instead of an awards ceremony, routines were played in reverse order of placement starting with the last place 
team and ending with the champion of each category. 

 
One element that didn’t change this year was the growth of 
the young women in this program who completed some of   
the hardest practices the team has seen to date. “Coach 
Shirley and I continue to be amazed with how consistent     
and driven these athletes are. They pay the utmost attention 
to detail  and are always out to better themselves for the   
sake and  prosperity of the team,” Coach Marks stated. “We 
are grateful for every opportunity we’ve had to dance.” 

 

 

 

At the end of each day, the   
girls rose to the occasion and 
then some. Our hearts are so 

full from a season we will     
certainly never forget.  

   Coach Marks 
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CELEBRATING SENIOR DANCE TEAM MEMBERS 
MADDIE TIBAYAN is a four year veteran on the varsity 
team and one of our 2020-2021 Captains. Maddie's 
consistent, positive attitude coupled with her work 
ethic and empathetic personality make her an          
admirable example for our underclassmen of what       
a team player truly is. Her presence and contagious 
smile will be so missed next year.  

SOPHIA TIBAYAN is also a four year veteran on the 
varsity team and a Team Captain this year. Dance isn't 
Sophie's only extra-curricular activity, but you would 
never guess it isn't. She is always focused, pays the 
utmost attention to detail and is always out to better 
herself and the team. Her positive presence and      
encouraging spirit will certainly be missed next year. 

 

BRENNA ROWE is a four year member of our dance 
program. She takes each critique addressed to the 
team upon herself and is always out to exceed her  
previous practice or performance. She is a prime     
example of someone who never gives up and will do 
what it takes to get the job done. Her bright smile and 
pleasant presence will be missed next year.  

GRACE CARLSON -  Including those manager years, 
Grace is a six year veteran on our varsity team and is 
serving as Team Captain this year. Grace's work ethic, 
pride for her school and love for her sport are evident 
each and every day at practice. Her drive and passion 
are always at the forefront of her presence, qualities  
of hers that will be greatly missed next year. Grace will 
be dancing Division 1 at the University of St. Thomas. 
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INVESTING IN FACILITIES AND A LONG-TERM VISION FOR PSD 

The PSD School Board recently approved a resolution for a February 2022 referendum.  This community investment 
will address essential facility needs identified over a three-year deep dive into structural, mechanical, and roofs in need 
of repair, replacement or upgrades. 

• August 2019 -  SDS Architects presented a comprehensive facilities review identifying major areas  that need to be 
addressed to protect the physical assets and  to ensure safe and productive  work and learning environments   (See 
chart). 

• August 2020 - School Perceptions disseminated a community survey to educate the public on needs and presents 
two pathways options that would address facilities infrastructure needs, as well as safety and security and up-
dating learning spaces to modern standards 

•  November 2020 - Survey results concluded that the public is not ready for the scope and expense of either      
pathway ($19M - $22M), but the majority of respondents would support a referendum of $16M or less. 

• May 2021 - Market and Johnson selected to serve as our Project Management company. Their team will plan and 
develop options for project phases and present recommendations on the project scope, while educating and     
engaging the community. 

 
“It’s vital that we take  

care of our facility issues        
instead of continuing to 
invest taxpayer dollars      

in costly repairs for          
infrastructure that should 
be replaced,” said Mike 

Hoikka, Director of         
Facility and Grounds. 

 

 

The February referendum is another step forward in the board’s ongoing process to develop a long-term master plan 
for the district that would  encompass: facilities and grounds, development of an academic model, and learning 
spaces/grade configuration that aligns with the principles of that model.  

“Having a long-term master plan that incorporates all of PSD facilities and grounds is essential. Once we complete the 
infrastructure essential needs above, our next chapter of work must include a full grounds and building master plan 
inclusive of our stakeholders input, that supports our mission, vision and goals,” stated Pat Block, board member. 

The PSD Board is committed to providing an inclusive, participatory process of defining Prescott Public Schools for the 
next decade and will seek public engagement after we successfully address the essential infrastructure needs. To 
achieve our near-term needs and a long-term master plan will require both district as well as community-wide funds to 
invest in the future learners of Prescott Public Schools. 

PROJECT/SITE ELEMENTARY INTERMEDIATE MIDDLE  

Repair, replace or upgrade electrical 
and plumbing 

Replacement/upgrade of HVAC  

Replacement of roofs 

Site related tuck pointing   

Replacement of windows   

REFERENDUM OVERVIEW:  REPAIRS, REPLACEMENTS, UPGRADES PER SITE 
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2021-22 ACADEMIC CALENDAR 
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